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ABSTRACT

In this paper, "a locally convex space," or simply "an l.c. 

space," means "a locally convex, Hausdorff, topological vector 

space," either real or complex. For an arbitrary l.c. space E[T], 

necessary and sufficient conditions are found in order for there 

to exist an l.c. space F[U], a covering of F with bounded subsets 

of F, and a linear homeomorphism <>:E[T] -> F'[T^,], where T@t is the 

6*-topology on F' for the pairing <F,F’>.

These conditions are given in terms of the properties of 

(V,M)-semi-reflexivity and (V,M,6)-reflexivity of E, where V is a 

o(E',E)-dense subspace of E', M is a covering of E with bounded sub

sets of E, and S is a covering of V with o(V,V*)-bounded subsets of 

V, where V’ denotes (Vfl^lv])’. When f2:E->V' denotes the canonical 

linear map, E is said to be (V,M)-semi-reflexive if fi is a one-to-one 

map of E onto V; in case = bCe'jE), E is said to be V-semi-reflex- 

ive. The l.c. space E[T] is said to be (V,M,G)-reflexive if 

$2:E[T] V'[Te] is a linear homeomorphism; if = 3(V’,V), E[T] is 

said to be (V,M)-reflexive; if = g(E’,E) and = B(V',V), E[T] is 

said to be V-reflexive. If a linear homeomorphism $:E[T] -> F'[7^, ] 

exists, there exist V, M, and 6 such that (a) F[U] is linearly homeo

morphic to V[T^|v], and (b) E[T] is (V,M,<»)-reflexive.

For an arbitrary l.c. space E[T], (V,M)-semi-reflexivity of 

E is characterized in terms of T^-minimality of the T^-closure V of 

V in E’, relative a(E,V)-compactness of the sets in M, and a(E,V)- 



convergence in E of a(E,V)-Cauchy filters in sets in M. The (V,M)- 

semi-reflexivity of E is further characterized, under the hypotheses

that V be (1) a(V,E)-separable; (2) |V-separable; (3) a(V,E)-separable 

and T.< |V-barrelled; (^) Tu IV-barrelled.
M

These characterizations

involve (1) relative o(E,V)-sequential compactness and relative c(E,V)- 

countable compactness of the sets in M; (2) a(E,V)-convergence in E 

of o(E,V)-Cauchy sequences in the sets in M; (3) intersections of 

decreasing sequences of convex, a(E,V)-closed and bounded subsets of 

E; (M an intersection property similar to (3). For a Banach space 

E[T], V-semi-reflexivity of E is equivalent to V-reflexivity of E[T] 

as defined herein, and is characterized in terms of conditions on 

the norm-closed unit ball of E corresponding to conditions on the 

sets in M for the general case.

For an arbitrary l.c. space E[T], necessary and sufficient 

conditions are found for fi:E[T] -> V'[7^] to be (1) continuous or 

(2) relatively open, and (V,M,<&)-reflexivity of E[T] is characterized. 

For the cases in which (a) E[T] is barrelled, or (b) E[T] is infra

barrelled and = B(E*,E), or (c) E[T] is bornological and V[T^|v] 

is barrelled, or (d) E[T] is bornological and V[T^|V] is quasi-complete, 

it is shown that (V,M)-reflexivity of E[T] implies (V,M)-reflexivity 

of E[T].

Examples are given for the following cases:

(1) t(E',E) 3(E',E) and E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive but not

V-semi-reflexive; (2) E[T] is V-reflexive but not V-reflexive; (3) E[T] 

is V-reflexive but not V-reflexive.



If G denotes (E'[T^])', E is said to be M-quasi-reflexive 

(of order n) if E is of finite codimension (n) in G. Under the 

hypotheses that E is g(G,E')-closed in G and either (a) E[T] is 

barrelled or (b) E[T] is infrabarrelled and = g(E’,E), the following 

are shown to be equivalent: (1) E is M-quasi-reflexive of order n ; 

(2) there is a a(E',E)-dense, T^-closed subspace V of codimension n 

in E' such that E[T] is (V,M)-reflexive.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned, with results relating to the following 

questions: When is an l.c. space E[T] linearly homeomorphic to the 

strong dual F’[g(F’,F)] of an l.c. space F[U]? More generally, when 

is E[T] linearly homeomorphic to F*[7^] where is an (^-topology on 

F' for a collection G of hounded, subsets of F covering F?

Dixmier [5] and Ruston [13] found necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a Banach space E to be (a) linearly homeomorphic or 

(b) isometrically isomorphic to the strong dual of a Banach space. 

Civin and Yood [ll] and Singer [14 through 18] studied the question 

further, although still in the setting of Banach spaces, introducing 

the concepts of (a) V-pseudo-reflexivity and (b) V-reflexivity of E 

with respect to a subspace V of E*. Krishnamurthy [9] generalized the 

results of Dixmier, Ruston and Singer to a Mackey space E which is V- 

reflexive with respect to a strongly closed subspace V of E’, where 

the concept of V-reflexivity is defined in terms of strong topologies. 

Of course, in this setting only linear homeomorphisms are considered, 

since the notion of an isometry is defined only for normed spaces. 

Lohman [10,11] extended certain results of Singer and Krishnamurthy 

to l.c. spaces E, still using the concepts of V-semi-reflexivity and 

V-reflexivity as defined in terms of strong topologies, and often 

assuming V to be strongly closed in E'.

In this paper we define (V,M)-semi-reflexivity and (V,M,G)- 

reflexivity in terms of topologies perhaps different from strong ones. 
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and show that these properties provide an answer to our general 

question. We also extend certain results of Krishnamurthy and Lohman 

in terms of these properties, and give examples to which our results 

apply while those of Krishnamurthy and Lohman do not. Moreover, we 

give characterizations of these properties in the general case, in 

certain cases involving conditions of separability, and in cases 

involving barrelled l.c. spaces.

The concepts of (V,M)-semi-reflexivity and (V,M,S)-reflexivity 

of E provide answers to the questions of the opening paragraph by 

identifying the space F with a suitable subspace V of E'. The case 

in which E itself is identified with a subspace of (E'[T^])!, for an 

appropriate topology T^onE', is of particular interest. Certain 

results are obtained when E is of finite codimension (n) in (E'[T^])', 

in which case we say that E is M-quasi-reflexive (of order n). The- 

principal result is Theorem 5-5, which states that if E is strongly 

closed in (E'ET^])’ and E[T] is a barrelled l.c. space (or only infra

barrelled in case = g(E',E) on E'), then E is M-quasi-reflexive 

of order n if and only if there is a a(E',E)-dense, -closed subspace 

V of codimension n in E' such that E[T] is (V,M)-reflexive.

In this paper we restrict our attention to vector spaces over 

the field of real numbers and to vector spaces over the field of 

complex numbers. "A locally convex space" (or simply "an l.c. space") 

means "a locally convex, Hausdorff, topological vector space" as defined 

by Horvath' [6]. If a vector space E is equipped with a topology T for 
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which it is an l.c. space, we refer to it as the l.c. space E[T], or 

simply as the l.c. space E if it is clear from the context that T is 

the topology on E. The vector space of all continuous linear functionals 

on E is called, the dual of E[T] (or simply the dual of E), and is 

denoted hy (E[TJ)* (or simply by E').

We use the definitions and the notation of Horvath [6] for the 

following:

1) A pairing <F,G> of F and G with respect to a bilinear form

on F x g, where F and G are vector spaces over the same field.

2) Separation of points of F (respectively G) with respect to 

the pairing <F,G>.

3) A pairing <F,G> which is a dual system.

U) The polar in G of a subset A of F for <F,G>.

5) The subspace of G which is orthogonal to the subset M of 

F for <F,G>.

6) A collection G of o(F,G)-bounded subsets of F.

7) The ©-topology on G (which we denote by 7^,).

8) Standard ©-topologies on G for a pairing <F,G>, such as 

o(G,F), t(G,F), and B(G,F).

9) Locally convex topologies on G which are compatible with the 

pairing <F,G>.

10) The standard pairing <E,E'> (or <E',E>) for an l.c. space

E and its dual E'.
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11) The equicontinuous subsets of E*. (Note: If and Tg are 

locally convex topologies on E which are compatible with the 

pairing <E,E'>, the subsets of E* which are equicontinuous 

for are called the T^-equicontinuous subsets of E'.) 

Also in accordance with Horvath [6, Ex. 2, pp. 202-03], we say 

that a collection © of o(F,G)-bounded subsets of F is saturated if all 

of the following are true:

1) Every subset of a set AeS belongs to<5.

2) The union of a finite number of sets in© belongs to©.

3) If Ae(g, then AAegfor all X 0.

U) The balanced, convex, c(F,G)-closed hull of every set in 

©belongs to <3.

Note that if K is a linear subspace of G, then a collection (y of o(F,G)- 

bounded subsets of F is also a collection of o(F,K)-bounded subsets. 

of F; but 6 may be saturated for the pairing <F,G>, but not saturated 

for the pairing <F,K>. Thus we say that © is <F,G>-saturated but 

not <F,K>-saturated. However, if the specific pairing is clearly indi

cated from the context, we say simply that (y is a saturated collection 

of bounded subsets of F. The use of saturated collections facilitates 

comparisons between ©-topologies; indeed, if and @g are saturated 

collections, then if and only if = ©g. Moreover, for a

saturated collection ©, a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 

for 7^ is formed by the polars of members of (y, and it is not necessary 

to consider finite intersections of scalar multiples of polars of members 

of (y.
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If <F,G> and. <H,K> are two pairings, and there are vector

space isomorphisms and $:G->K such that <f,g> = <Y(f),$(g)>

whenever feF and geG, we say the pairings are algebraically isomor

phic with respect to Y and In this case, the correspondence between 

subsets of F and G and their images under Y and $ implies obvious rela

tionships between the operations of taking polars and orthogonal 

subspaces with respect to the two pairings, and between saturated collec

tions ® of bounded sets and corresponding ^-topologies with respect to 

the two pairings.

In the interest of clarity or brevity, we use the following nota

tion which is not used by Horvath [6],

1) If <F,G> is a pairing, and ACF and KCG, the polar in K of A 

is denoted by A°^; this notation facilitates distinction

, , .oK , „oG between A and A

2) Similarly, when K is a linear subspace of G, the subspace 

of K which is orthogonal to A is denoted by A"^^; thus A'*'^’

XGis distinguished from A

3) If E is equipped with the topology T and MCE, we denote by 

T|m (or simply by K) the topology induced on M by T. Simi

larly if VCE’, g(E',E)|V (or simply g^(E',E)) denotes the 

topology induced on V by g(E’,E).

H) We refer to the closure of M in E for T as the T-closure of 

M, and write M(T), or simply M. Similarly if ACMCE, we 

refer to the T|M-closure of A in M as the T|M-closure of A, 

and write A(T|M), or simply A. (Of course, A(T|m) = A(T)fiM.)
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Throughout this paper, M is always an <E,E'>-saturated collec

always denotes (V[T^|v])’, and always denotes the canonical linear 

on E', V is always a linear subspace of E', V always denotes V(T ), V 

tion of bounded subsets of E covering E, T . is always the Af-topology 

map n:E->V' where <Q(e),v> = <e,v> whenever e£E and veV.

Sometimes we let G denote (E'[T.;])', and denote the canoni- M G
cal linear map Q-^-^G where <firi(e),e'> = <e,e'> whenever eeE and e'EE'.

Lr (j

(Of course, fi(e) is the restriction of Q„(e) to V). lr

From the definition of it is clear that 0 is one-to-one if

and only if V separates points of E.



SECTION 1

(V,M,0)-REFLEXIVITY AND LINEAR HOMEOMORPHISMS OF

LOCALLY CONVEX DUAL SPACES

In this section we define (V, M)-semi-reflexivity of E and

(V, M,6)-reflexivity of E[T], and we show that these properties provide 

an answer to our general question.

V/e have already noted in the introduction that q is a one-to-one 

map if and only if V separates points of E. Before stating or defi

nitions, which are concerned with we give another necessary and 

sufficient condition for to he one-to-one. It is well known, hut 

a proof is given for completeness.

Proposition 1.1 Q is one-to-one if and only if V is o(E’,E)- 

dense in E'.

Proof: According to [6, p. 192, Thm. 1], V(a(E',E)) = V 

The following are equivalent: V is o(E*,E)-dense in E'; E'CV ; 

V°^C(E')°^; for every <5>0, 6vO^C6(e' )°^.

Suppose is not one-to-one. Then ker 0 / {0}, and there is 

an eEE, e 4 0, such that <S2(e) ,v> = <e,v> = 0 for all vEV. Since E 

is an l.c. space, there is an e'EE’ such that <e,e'> 4 0. Let .

<5 = |<e,e’>|. Then e e 6V°^, hut e i 6(E,)°^ since |<e,e’>| =

26 > 6. Thus 6 > 0, hut 6VO^ 6(E,)°^; V is not c(e ' ,E)-dense in E*.

Conversely, suppose V is not o(E',E)-dense in E’. Then

V0^ (£ (E')OE, and there is an eEE such that |<e,v>| - 1 for all vEV,
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"but there is an e'sE' such that |<e,e'>| > 1. Choose a v eV; for all 1’1 o’

n, nv eV, and. nl<e,v >1 = |<e,nv >1 = 1. Then |<e,v >1 = 0. Since ’ o 1 ’ o 1 1 ’ o 1 1 o 1
|<e,e'>| > 1, e 0; but <e,VQ> = 0 for all voeV. Thus ker Q {0}, and 

is not one-to-one.

Definition 1.2 Suppose V is o(E',E)-dense in E'. Then E is 

(V,M)-semi-reflexive if and only if maps E onto V'. If = g(E',E), 

then we say E is V-semi-reflexive; if V = E', then we say E is M-semi- 

reflexive; if = g(E*,E) and V = E', then we say E is semi-reflexive.

Remark 1.3 In the above definition, the case where = g(E',E) 

is the V-semi-reflexivity of Lohman [10,11], with the additional 

requirement that V be o(E',E)-dense in E’. The case where Ty = g(E',E) 

and V = E* is simply the usual definition of semi-reflexivity. In 

every case, the definition is equivalent to the statement that the 

topology "^|v is compatible with the pairing <V,E> [6, p. 198, Def. 1].

Definition 1A Suppose V is a(E’,E)-dense in E', and <3 is 

a saturated collection of o(V,V')-bounded subsets of V covering V. 

Then E[T] is (V,M,g)-reflexive if and only if fi:E[T]->V [T^] is a linear 

homeomorphism. If V = E', or = g(E',E), or Tq = 3(V,V), then 

reference to V, or M, or (y, respectively, is deleted from the statement 

that E[T] is (V,M,(5)-reflexive. For example, if = B(V,V), we say 

E[T] is (V,M)-reflexive; if T = g(E',E) and 1-= g(V',V), we say --------------------------------------

E[T] is V-reflexive; if V = E' and T = g(E',E) and T = S(V*,V), we
M <5

say E[T] is reflexive.
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Remark 1.5 In the above definition, V-reflexivity of E[T] is

the same as that defined by Lohman [11, Def. 2] and Krishnamurthy [9, 

Def. 5]; our definition of reflexivity is equivalent to the usual defi

nition of reflexivity of E[T].

Theorem 1,6 Suppose E[T] and F[U] are l.c. spaces, and (S' 

is a saturated collection of bounded subsets of F covering F. If 

there is a linear homeomorphism <g>:E[T]->F'[T^, ], then there are a a(E',E)- 

dense subspace V of E', a saturated collection M of bounded subsets of 

E covering E, and a saturated collection G of a(V,V)-bounded subsets 

of V covering V, such that (a) F[U] is linearly homeomorphic to 

V[T^|V], and (b) E[T] is (V,M,&)-reflexive.

Proof: Let Y: F->(F' [T^t ])1 denote the canonical linear injection, 

and let <p : (F1 [Tg, ])'->E' denote the linear map defined so that $ (f") e 

f".$ for all f"e(F’[Tj-, ])' . Clearly $^(f")eE'. We show that is 

one-to-one, and onto E'. Indeed, if e'sE' then (e'*$ "*")e(F'[T^f ])' such 

T —1 — 1that $ (e'"$ )=(e’’$ )•$ E e'; also, if f" 0 there is an f'eF' 

such that <f",f> 4- 0, and there is an eeE such that $(e) = f', and it 

follows that ^(f")(e) = f" ($(e)) = f"(f) 4 0, so that $^(f") 4 0.

TWe observe that $ is an algebraic isomorphism.
TLet V = $ •'F(F). We show V is a(E' ,E)-dense in E'. Indeed,

T —1 since <f,f> = <$ •i'(f),$ (f')> whenever feF and feF', the pairings
T<F,F'> and <V,E> are algebraically isomorphic with respect to 3> •’}':F->V 

and <i> ."^F'-bE. Since F separates points of F', then V separates 

points of E.
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Let M = (MCE|$(M) is U-equicontinuous}. If M £ M, $(M) is 

g(F' ,F)-‘bounded [6, p. 217], hence Tg,-hounded since g(F',F) is 

finer than T@1 . Thus M is a bounded subset of E. Since the U-equicon- 

tinuous subsets of F' form a <F,F’>-saturated covering of F’, and M 

is the collection of their images under $ then M is a <V,E>-saturated 

covering of E. Thus M has the first three properties of a saturated 

collection described on page 1|., and in order to show that M is <E’ ,E>- 

saturated it remains only to show that M satisfies the fourth for <E'E>. 

Let M £ At; then $(M) is U-equicontinuous, and so is ($(M)) =
,,..oV oEx , „oE* oE _,oV oE ,,), and it follows that M CM e M.

We prove (a): If A/ is the collection of all U-equicontinuous 

subsets of F’, then U is the M-topology on F for the pairing <F,F'> 

[6, p. 200]. Since T^|V is defined by polars in V of members of At 

for the pairing <V,E>, and the members of M are the images under $ 

of the members of N, then the |V-neighborhoods of 0 in V are pre- 
T cisely the images under $ •Y of the U-neighborhoods of 0 in F. There- 

Tfore $ •Y:F[U]-»-V[7^v[ |V] is a linear homeomorphism.

We show that Q maps E onto V1 (i.e., that E is (V,A()-semi-reflexive)

T T and then define in order to prove (b). Denote by ($ •’?) :V'->F' the
rp 111 rn

linear map defined so that ($ •’F) (v1) = v' •($ ’T) for all v'sV. Then 

the result of the previous paragraph implies that ($ •?) is an algebraic 

isomorphism, and we already know that $ is an algebraic isomorphism.

If eeE and feF, then [ ( y)T’ fi( e) ] (f) = [fi( e) • ( $T*'P) ] (f) = [fi(e)] ($T-»(f)) 
= [^T-Y(f)](e) = [¥(f)-$](e) = [Y(f)]$(e) = [$(e)](f); thus
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rp rp rp rp
($ •Y) *fi(e) = <J>(e) for all eeE, and (4> •H') *$2 E $. Therefore 

rp ip _ p
$2 E (($ •Y) ) •$ is an algebraic isomorphism, and 52 maps E onto V' .

m
Let (5= •’l'(A) | Ae0 }. Note that the pairings <F,F'> and

T<V,V'> are algebraically isomorphic with respect to $ ^TzF-^-V and
-1 T52«$ iF'-^W , because <F,F*> and <V,E> are so with respect to $ •YiF-^V 

and $ •1":F,-*E, and <V,E> and <V,V'> are so with respect to id: V->V 

and 52:E->V'. Note also that 52-$ E (($ •Y) ) . Since <£>' is a <F,F'>-

saturated collection of a(F,F*)-bounded subsets of F covering F, 

Sis a <V,V'>-saturated collection of o(V,V)-bounded subsets of V 

covering V; moreover, since the members of <e> are the images under

of the members of (S' , the TG -neighborhoods of 0 in V are precisely 

T T —1the images under (($ •¥) ) of the T^,-neighborhoods of 0 in F’. Thus 

(($ •T) ) :F' [T^,]->V' [T&] is a linear homeomorphism. Of course, so is 

$:E[T]->F' [T^, ], and 52 E (( Therefore 52:E[T]->V' [T^J is a

linear homeomorphism, and (b) is proved.



SECTION 2

(V.M)-SEMI-REFLEXIVITY OF LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES, AND

V-PSEUDO-REFLEXIVITY OF BANACH SPACES

In this section we study conditions relating to the algebraic 

properties of Q. In order for to be one-to-one, we already have 

two equivalent conditions: (1) that V separate points of E; (2) that

V be a(E',E)-dense in E'. Throughout this section we assume that

V is u(E',E)-dense in E', and we seek necessary and sufficient conditions 

in order for Q to map E onto V; that is, we seek characterizations of 

(V,M) -semi-reflexivity of E.

We take special notice, however, of the following: (1) that 

for certain l.c. spaces E (cf. Corollaries 3.7 and 3.9)» always 

continuous; (2) that for certain of these l.c. spaces E and certain 

choices of V and M, (V,M)-semi-reflexivity is equivalent to (V,,^)- 

reflexivity—i.e., a certain kind of open-mapping theorem holds for Q.

For example, if E is a Banach space, is always continuous, 

regardless of the choices for V,M, andwhether or not Q maps E onto 

V* (cf. Corollary 3.7). Moreover, if = g(E',E), T^= g(V',V), and

Q does map E onto V, then by the open-mapping theorem for Banach spaces 

Q is a linear homeomorphism. Thus for a Banach space E, V-semi-reflex- 

ivity of Definition 1.2 is equivalent to V-reflexivity of Definition l.U. 

This is the condition which Civin and Yood [ij-J and Singer [1U through 18] 

have called the V-pseudo-reflexivity of E. (Those authors have reserved 

V-reflexivity of E for the case in which 0 is not only a linear homeo-
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morphism but also an isometry.) Moreover, they have called a Banach 

space E quasi-reflexive (of order n) when E has finite codimension (n) 

upon being embedded into its bidual E", and have shown that E has this 

property if and only if there is a o(E’,E)-dense subspace V of finite 

codimension (n) in E' such that E is V-pseudo-reflexive (cf. Singer [18]). 

Thus for a Banach space a characterization of V-semi-reflexivity (i.e., 

of V-pseudo-reflexivity) gives a characterization not only of V-reflex- 

ivity of Definition l.H but also of quasi-reflexivity. (Of course, 

quasi-reflexivity of order zero is just semi-reflexivity, and therefore 

reflexivity of Definition l.H.)

In Section 5 we show (cf. Theorem 5*3) that for an arbitrary 

l.c. space E, a characterization of (V,M)-semi-reflexivity gives a 

characterization of M-quasi-reflexivity (Definition 5-1)• Moreover, 

we show (cf. Corollary 3-7) that for a barrelled l.c. space and any 

choice of M, or even for an infrabarrelled l.c. space where = g(E',E), 

Q is always continuous, and if E is g(G,E*)-closed in G = (E'[T^])' and

V is of finite codimension in E*, then (cf. Theorem 5-5 ) E is (V,M)- 

semi-reflexive if and only if E is (V,M)-reflexive. For such l.c. 

spaces E, we therefore have a kind of open-mapping theorem for Q when

V is of finite codimension in E*.

We now proceed with our characterization of (V,M)-semi-reflexivity.

Proposition 2.1 If M e M, then M(a(E,V))C M(a(E,V)); since 

o(E,V) is finer than o(E,V), the two closures are equal.
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Proof: Recall from the introduction that V = V(T^). Suppose

x e M(a(E,V))1 and suppose that .

and since M covers E, whenever 1 i = n 

,w are in V. Since M e M, n

Wi + 3 ' '* Wi + 3 M >

is a T^-neighhorhood of w^, and since w e V there is a

tr y । 1 r i oE1 v / 1 . ,oE' s _T z lr -| oE x .V.£ V/l(w. + t{x} )O(w. + —M ). Now (x + V , . . . , V } ) IS
3. 1 ^5 3- ^5 IX

a a(E,V)-neighhorhood of x, and since x e M(o(E,V)) there is an

m e Mfi(x + 2^vjL>’ • • T*1611 for 1 = i = n, [<m,w^> - <x,w^> | =

|<m,w.> - <m,v.>| + |<m,v.> - <x,v.>| + |<x,v.> - <x,w.>| = ^-+^-+^-=1; 
1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 3 3 3

thus m e M r\ (x + {w^,. . . , wn}°E)- Wc have shown that every o(e,V)- 

neighborhood of x contains an meM. Thus xeM(o(E,V)).

There is a

than o(E,V), the topology o(E,V)|m

To show that a(E,V)|M is finer

- <m,v>| + |<m,v> - <m,w>|

Proposition 2.2 Suppose MeM. Then a(E,V) and a(E,V) induce 

the same topology on M, where M denotes M(o(E,V)) = M(a(E,V)).

Proof: Since o(E,V) is finer

p- + p- + p- = 1. Thus 
? ? 5

We have shown that each member of a

x e M (xq + {v}0^); since

is finer than the topology a(E,V)|M.

than o(E,V)|M,suppose x^eM and weV.

veV H (w + p- {x }°E )fl(w + pM°^ ). Suppose 
5 o 5

xeM there is an meM <1 (x + y {v,w}oE), and it follows that |<xo>w> - <x,w>] = 

|<X ,W> - <X ,V> I + I <x , 1 o o 1 1 o
+ |<m,w> - <X,W>[ = y+ y

M f\(x + p- {v} oE)CMCl (x + {w}°E).
o > o

fundamental system of o(E,V)| M-neighborhoods of x^ contains a o(E,V)|M- 

neighborhood of x^-, thus the proof is complete.

We state in our notation a theorem of Luxemburg [12, p. 310]:

Suppose and are linear subspaces of E' . Then V^(T^) = ^(T^) 
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if and. only if the topologies a(E,V^) |M and. oCEjVg) |M coincide for 

each MeM.

Definition 2.3 Suppose Y is a o(E',E)-dense, T -closed sub-
M

space of E'. Then Y is 7 .-minimal in E' if and only if no properM 
subspace of Y is both a(E',E)-dense and T.,-closed in E'.

M
The following is a generalization of a. theorem of Krishnamurthy 

[9> Theorem 1]. Its proof is a straightforward adaptation of Krishna

murthy *s proof. We provide it for completeness.

Proposition 2.U The following are equivalent:

(a) V is T^-minimal in E'.

(b) G = ^^(E) ® (V)-1' (recall notation from introduction).
Lr

(c) Each M e M is relatively o(E,V)-compact.

Proof:

(a)=^(b):  Since V is a(E',E)-dense in E’, so is V. Suppose
-LGeeE and fin(e)e(V) . For all weV, <2r,(e),w> = <e,w> = 0; thus e = 0, G G

and Q„(e) = 0. Therefore Q„(E)n (v)^ = {0}. To show that (b) holds, 
G G

we show that each zeG has a

and z’’ £ (V)‘L<^; since

such a representation for z

representation z = z' + z" where z1e fi (e )
G

2„(e) 71 (V)^^ = {0}, we already know that 
G

__ J^Q
will be unique. Suppose zeG, z t (V)

Let W = (ker z) f\ V. Then W is 

properly contained in V since z

a 1^-closed subspace of E', and is

i (V)^^. Then (a) implies that W is

not cr(E',E)-dense in E' . There is an eeE, e 4- 0, such that for all

weW, <e,w> = 0. The restriction n_,(e)|V of fi„(e) to V is a linear G G 
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functional on V; so is the restriction z|v of z to V, and. W.= ker z|v.

Thus W and. (ker ^(ejlv) are hyperplanes in V such that W C (ker ^(e)!?). lr (j
Therefore W = (ker ^(e)|v); i.e., ker(zlv) = ker (£2n(e)lv). The equa- Lr (j
tions of these identical hyperplanes are z|v = 0 and ^„(e)|v = 0

Lr

respectively. There is a non-zero scalar A (where A = for some<e,v>
(e) G $2p(E), then Lr It

veV, v^W) such that z|v = X’Q (e)|v. Since 
Lr

X-fin(e) E S2 (e). Let z' = X’Q (e), and let z" = z - z'. Then 
Lr Lr Lt

z" = (z -X'fi (e)) e (V)^G, and z' e (e), and z = z' + z". Thus (b) is 
Lr Lr

proved.

(b)=>(c):  Suppose (b) holds. Denote (V[T Jv])' by V'. Define 
M

the linear map Q:E_>V' so that fi(e) = ^„(e) |v for eeE. Then is one-
Lr

to-one, for if eeE, e 4 0, then for some veV, 0 <e,v> = <fir,(e),v>
Lr

= <^(e),v>, and thus fi(e) £ 0. Moreover, maps E onto V*, for if 

f£V' there is an e" e G such that e"|v = f, and (b) implies there are 

an eeE and a z"e(V)'*-G such that e" = ty-,(e) + z"; if xe"V then <fi(e),x> = 

<fir.(e)»X> = <^n(e)»X> + <z"jx> = <^n(e) + z" 1X> = <e"ax>j thUS fi(e) =
Lr Lr Lr

e”|v = f. Therefore fiiE^V* is a vector-space isomorphism, and <fi(e),f> = 

<e,f> whenever eeE and fsV. Therefore the pairings <E,V> and <V',V> 

are algebraically isomorphic with respect to fi:E-*V' and id: V->-V, and 

it follows that fi:E[o(E,V)] "*V[o(V',V)] is a linear homeomorphism.

To show that (c) holds, suppose MeM; then M e M. Denote M 

oV T Iby Mq. Then is a I |V-neighborhood of 0 in V; the Alaoglu-
1 1 M - o-,

Bourbaki theorem [6, p. 201] implies that is o(V',V)-compact.

But M1°^ °E = ^"1(M1°^ °V'); thus M^ °E is o(E,V)-compact. Now
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M(o(E,V)) C. M^(a(E,V)) = ^1°^ °^’ so that M is relatively a(E,V)- 

compact.

(c)=>(a):  Assume (c) holds. Suppose W is a o(E',E)-dense, 

Ij^-closed suhspace of E', and WCV. Then W separates points of E, 

and a(E,W) is a Hausdorff topology [6, p. 196, Prop. 1] on E which 

is coarser than a(E,V). For each M eM, denote M(a(E,V)) by M. Then 

for each M e M, o(E,W)|M is a Hausdorff topology on M and is coarser 

than a(E,V) |MS for which M is compact. Therefore o(E,W) |M = ct(E,V) |M, 

and a(E,W)|M = a(E,V)|M for all M e M. By Luxemburg's theorem, as 

stated immediately preceding Definition 2.3, W(T ) = V(T ). But since
M M

W and V are already T -closed, W = V. This proves that (a) holds. 
M

Theorem 2.5 Suppose E is an l.c. space, M is a saturated collec

tion of bounded subsets of E covering E, V is a o(E',E)-dense subspace 

of E', and V denotes V(TI1). Then the following are equivalent:
M

(a) V is T -minimal in E*.
M

(b) If M e M, then M(a(E,V)) is complete for a(E,V).

(b1) If M e M, then every cr(E,V)-Cauchy filter (or net) in M converges 

for a(E,V) to a point of E.

(c) Each M eM is relatively o(E,V)-compact.

(c') Each M eM is relatively a(E,V)-compact.

(d) E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive.

(d1) E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive.

Proof: Since o(E,V) is coarser than o(E,V), which in turn is 

coarser than o(E,E'), and since each M e M is a(E,E')-bounded, each 
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M e M is also o(E,V)-"bounded, and a(E,V)-bounded. As we noted in 

Remark 1.3» (d’) holds if and only if T is compatible with the pairing 
M

<E,V> [6, p. 198, Def. 1]; similarly, (d) holds if and only if T is 
M 

compatible with the pairing <E,V>. By the corollary on page 205 of [6] 

which precedes Horvath's statement and proof of the Mackey-Arens theorem, 

(c1) and (d1) are equivalent; similarly, (c) and (d) are equivalent.

Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 imply that (c) and (c') are equivalent. Propo

sition 2.1i implies that (a) and (c) are equivalent. We have shown that

(a) , (c), (c1), (d), and (d*) are all equivalent. If suffices now to

show that (b), (b') and (c*) are equivalent. Suppose M e M; since M

is o(E,V)-bounded, so is M(a(E,V)); thus M(o(E,V)) is a(E,V)-precompact 

[8, p. 248, (3)]. Thus M(o(E,V)) is complete for a(E,V) if and only 

if M(o(E,V)) is a(E,V)-compact [6, p. 14-5, Def. 1 and remarks preceding 

and following]. Therefore (b) and (c') are equivalent. Now clearly

(b) imples (b1). If (b1) holds, then each such filter (or net) as 

described in (b') converges to a point in M(o(E,V)); by Proposition 9 

on page 186 of [2], (b) holds.

Remark 2.6 In view of the equivalence of (d) and (d1) shown 

in Theorem 2.5S the following remarks about (d) apply equally to (d1). 

For topologies T and U on the same set, we write T = U to denote that 

T is coarser than U. In the setting of Theorem 2.5» o(E,V) = o(E,E'); 

thus, if A C E and A is a(E,E')-compact, then A is o(E,V)-compact, 

since a a(E,V)-open cover of A is a a(E,E')-open cover of A (cf. [6, 

p. 143, (C4)]). Therefore t(E’,E)|V= t(V,E) (cf. [6, p. 206, Def. 1]).
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Also, o(E',E)|V = o(V,E). Thus if o(E',E) = = t(E',E), then

a(V,E) = Tm|V = t(E',E)|V = t(V,E), and. it follows [6, p. 206, Prop. U] 

that E is (V,M)~semi-reflexive. Of course, there are many examples of 

l.c. spaces E which are semi-reflexive; i.e., (V,M)-semi-reflexive 

where V = E' and. = g(E' ,E). In Section U, however, we give an 

example of an l.c. space E, a a(E',E)-dense subspace V of E', and a 

collection M such that t(E',E) = = ^(E'jE) and t(E’,E) g(E',E),

and E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive but not V-semi-reflexive.

Remark 2,7 Although Theorem 2.5 shows that (V, AD-semi-reflexivity 

is equivalent to (V,M)-semi-reflexivity, we give an example in Section H 

which shows that (V,M)-reflexivity is not equivalent to (V,M)-reflex

ivity; in fact the example shows "an l.c. space E and a a(E',E)-dense 

subspace V of E' such that E is V-reflexive but not V-reflexive.

Further observations about (V,M,(»)-reflexivity are made in Section 3.

Corollary 2.8 Suppose and are saturated collections of 

bounded subsets of E covering E, and Mg. If E is (V,Mg)-semi- 

reflexive, then E is (V,M^)-semi-reflexive.

Proof: Each M s Mg is relatively a(E,V)-compact. Since M-^cS Mg, 

each M e M^ is relatively a(E,V)-compact.

Corollary 2.9 Suppose and Vg are a(E',E)-dense subspaces of 

E', and C Vg. If E is (Vg,M)-semi-reflexive, E is (V^,M)-semi-reflexive.

Proof: Suppose W is a T^-closed, proper subspace of W

is a T^-closed, proper subspace of Vg(T^). Since Vg is T^-minimal in E',

W is not o(E',E) dense in E*. Therefore V. is T.,-minimal in E'.1 M
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In a Banach space E, if S„ denotes the norm-closed unit "ball, 

then the positive multiples of S are all "bounded, and every "bounded hi
subset of E is contained in a positive multiple of S . Thus, the 11
collection M of all bounded subsets of E is the collection of all 

subsets of positive multiples of Sg. By Theorem 2.5i in order for E 

to be V-semi-reflexive (i.e., V-pseudo-reflexive), it is therefore 

necessary and sufficient that one of the following be true:

(a) V(B(E*,E)) is g(E',E)-minimal in E'; i.e., the norm-closure of V 

is norm-minimal in E *.

(b) S_,(a(E,V)) is complete for o(E,V) (using the fact that a closed
hi

subset of a complete set is complete).'

(c) S„ is relatively a(E,V)-compact (using the fact that a closedhi 
subset of a compact space is compact).

These are precisely the results of Dixmier [$], Ruston [13], Civin and 

Yood [U], and Singer [15] regarding characterizations of V-pseudo- 

reflexivity of E in terms of norm-closed, norm-minimal subspaces V of 

E', and in terms of conditional (i.e., relative) o(E,V)-compactness and 

conditional o(E,V)-completeness of S . Their results further charac- E
terized what they called V-reflexivity of E (i.e., V-pseudo-reflexivity 

where Q is an isometry) in terms of such subspaces V of E' which are 

also of characteristic 1 (cf. Dixmier [5]) or duxial (cf. Ruston [13]), 

and in terms of strict o(E,V)-compactness (cf. Dixmier [5]> and 

Singer [15] and [1U]) and strict a(E,V)-completeness (cf. Singer [17]) 

of
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In [16], [I?], and [18], Singer gave characterizations of V- 

pseudo-reflexivity of a separable Banach space E in terms of condi

tions of a(E,V)-sequential compactness and o(E,V)-sequential complete

ness of S . Our next results on the (V,M)-semi-reflexivity of an l.c. 15

space E are concerned with cases in which V is q(V,E)-separable. The 

next two remarks pertain to the applicability of results obtained 

under this assumption.

If E[T] and F[U] are l.c. spaces, and F is separ-Remark 2.10

able, and there is a linear homeomorphism $ as in the hypothesis of

Theorem 1.6, then by the conclusion of Theorem

a(V,E), it follows

1.6, V[T |V] is

separable. Since o(E',E) = T.,. and o(E' ,E) |V =M
that a(V,E) = 7^ |V, and therefore V is o(V,E)-separable.

Remark 2,11 If E is a separable, metrizable l.c. space and V

is an arbitrary linear subspace of E1, then V is o(V,E)-separable. To 

neighborhoods of 0 in

equicontinuous subset of E'; since

see this, suppose

E is separable, [o^(E’,E)] is

E. For each

Ug, U3, . . . is a fundamental sequence of 

n, Un°E is a o(E',E)-closed,

a compact metric space [3, Ch. IV, p. 66], and is therefore separable. 

Moreover, = Un°^ V, and o(E',E)|v = a(V,E); thus Un°^[ a^(V,E)] 

has the topology induced on by the topology of Un°E [o^(E',E)]. 

Therefore U °^, as a subset of the separable metric space U °E [a.(E',E)], 

is separable for a.(V,E). Now E* = LJ U °E , and so V = U ° .
1 n=l n=l

Since V is' thus a countable union of subsets which are separable for 

o^(V,E), it follows that V is separable for a(V,E).
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The following theorem and its proof are straightforward adap

tations of those of Lohman [10, Thm. 2.15] and [11, Thm. 1].

Theorem 2.12 Suppose E is an l.c. space, M is a saturated 

collection of hounded subsets of E covering E, and V is a q(E',E)- 

dense subspace of E' which is o(V,E)-separable. Then the following 

are equivalent:

(a) V is 7^-minimal in E'.

(b) If M e M, then each o(E,V)-Cauchy filter (or net) in M converges for 

a(E,V) to a point of E.

(c) Each M e M is relatively o(E,V)-compact.

(d) Each M e M is relatively a(E,V)-sequentially compact.

(e) Each M e M is relatively o(E,V)-countably compact.

(f) E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive.

Proof: By Theorem 2.5» (a), (b), (c), and (f) are all equiva

lent. By definition, (d) implies (e). By Smulian's theorem [8, p. 311], 

(e) implies (d); indeed, if V is considered as the-dual of E[o(E,V)], 
V

our hypothesis is that this dual is weakly separable, and by Smulian's 

theorem every relatively a(E,V)-countably compact subset of E is 

relatively a(E,V)-sequentially compact. It suffices now to show that

(a) and (e) are equivalent. To show that (e) implies (a): Suppose 

feV'; then {f}°^ is a a(V,V')-neighborhood of 0, hence a T Iv-neigh-
M

oV borhood of 0 in V. There is a balanced, convex M e M such that M C

tfj ; since M = (?2(M)) , it follows that feM = (fi(M)) =

£2(m) (o(V' ,V)). There is a net (xa^ae^ in M such that the net {fi(xa)}
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converges to f for a(V',V). Thus each yeV, considered, as a a(V ,V)- 

continuous linear functional on V, has the property that 
„ lim , x lim , x lim -<f>y> = < a fi(x ),y> = a <fi(x.„),y> = a <x ,y>. Let {y } he a a a n

o(V,E)-dense sequence in V. Choose a-^ so that a = a-^ implies 

|<f,y > - <x ,y > | = 1. Inductively, for each n choose a ,= a 
jl oc -L n • j_ n

so that a= cxn+^ implies |<f,y^> - <xa»y^>| = for 1 = i = n+1. It 

follows that for each n, <f,yn> = m^S <x(Xin>yn>- Since M is relatively 

countably compact, the sequence {xa } has a a(E,V)-cluster point zeE. 
m

For each n, if e>0 there is an integer j such that |<f,y > - <yn, ,y >1 1 n ■z* x* n 1
m zxt, < E , > . , ,, . > . ■UJ.-L.J_ .Er xOE

= — whenever m = j, and there is an m = j such that xa e z + 77 {y }
m

Hence |<f,yn> - <z,yn>| S |<f,yn> - <Xa ,yn>| + |<x ,yn> - <z,yn>| S 
m m

2* + 2" = Thus for each n, <f»yn> = ^ow for each yeV we

repeat the process to obtain for the sequence ygy^^gsy^,. • . 

another sequence (x* } in M and a a(E,V)-cluster point z' of {x'a }

in E such that <f,y> = <z',y> and <T5yn> = <zl»yn> ■f’or each n. Then 

<z,yn> = <z'>yn> f°r each n; since V separates points of E and {yn) 

is o(V,E)-dense in V, then {yn) separates points of E; therefore 

z = z*. Hence, <f,y> = <z5y> for all yeV; that is, fi(z) e f. V7e 

have shown that £2 maps E onto V' ; thus (a) holds. To show that (a) 

implies (e): Let M e M; since (a) implies (c), M(a(E,V)) is a(E,V)- 

compact. Since (yn} separates points of M(a(E,V)), by Theorem 16.7 

on page 1U3 of [?], M[oi(E,V)l is metrizable. Since M[a^(E,V)J is a 

compact metric space, every infinite sequence in M has a a(E,V)- 

cluster point in E. Thus E is relatively a(E,V)-countably compact; 

i.e., (e) holds.
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Remark 2.13 Theorem 2.12 fails without the assumption that V 

is a(V,E)-separable. Lohman has given an example [11, Ex. 1] of a 

V-semi-reflexive Banach space E in which S is not relatively a(E,V)- Ill 
sequentially compact. However, Singer [18, Thm. 3] has proved that 

if E is a Banach space, and V is of finite codimension in E', and

= g(E’9E), then (a) through (f) are equivalent even without the 

a(V,E)-separability of V.

Corollary 2.1U If V is jV-separable, then (a) through (f) 

of Theorem 2.12 are all equivalent, and each is equivalent to:

(g) If M e M, then each o(E,V)-Cauchy sequence in M converges to a 

point of E for a(E,V).

Proof: Since V is T^|v-separable, and a(V,E) = then V 

is a(V,E)-separable, and Theorem 2.12 applies. We identify E with 

0(e) as a subspace of V in the pairing <V’ ,V>. Then a(V',V) induces 

o(E,V) on E. Let M e M;denote M(a(E,V)) by M, and M(a(V' ,V)) by M’ . 

Then M = M'C'E. Now M°^ is a 7^|V-neighborhood of 0 in V, so M°^ 

is a o(V’,V)-closed, 7^|V-equicontinuous subset of V*. Thus 

M°V oV’ [ (V,$V)] is a compact metric space [2, Ch. IV, p. 66]. Now 

MCM'CMoV oV', and M[o (E,V)] = M[ai(V,,V)]. If (g) holds, then each 

o(E,V)-Cauchy sequence in M converges to a point of M for o(E,V), and M 

is a complete subset of M°^ [o^(V',V)J. Thus M[a^(E,V)] is a compact

metric space, and (c) holds. We have shown that (g) implies (c). 

Clearly (b) implies (g). The corollary is proved.
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Proposition 2.15 With the same hypothesis, notation, and 

identifications as in Corollary 2.14, if M e M, then for each v'e M*, 

there is a sequence {m. } in M such that for all v e V, <v',v> = ^m< m.,v>.

Proof: As we saw in the proof of Corollary 2.14, M,[a^(V',V)]

is a metric space. There is a sequence {nn } in M which converges to 

v' for a(V',V); i.e., for all v e V, <v’,v> = <tm,v>.

The following is a proposition proved hy Lohman [11, Lemma 4]: 

Suppose V is a a(E',E)-dense, a(V,E)-separable subspace of E. If 

each decreasing sequence of nonempty, a(E,V)-bounded, a(E,V)-closed, 

convex subsets of E has a nonempty intersection, then E is V-semi- 

reflexive.

Proposition 2.16" If V is a o(E',E) dense, q(V,E)-separable 

subspace of E*, M is a saturated collection of bounded subsets of E 

covering E, and each decreasing sequence of nonempty, a(E,V)-bounded, 

a(E,V)-closed, convex subsets of E has a nonempty intersection, then 

E is (V,M) -semi-reflexive.

Proof: By Lohman's Lemma 4 as stated above, E is V-semi-reflexive; 

i.e., (V,Mg)-semi-reflexive where Mg is the collection of all bounded 

subsets of E. Therefore, by Corollary 2.8, E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive.

Proposition 2.17 Suppose V is a a(E',E)-dense subspace of E' , 

and M is a saturated collection of bounded subsets of E covering E, 

and V[7^ |v] is barrelled. If E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, then each 

a(E,V)-bounded subset of E is relatively q(E,V)-compact.
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Proof: Since E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, the two pairings

<E,V> and <V',V> are algebraically isomorphic with respect to 

fi:E->-V' and id:V->V. If B is a o(E,V)-bounded subset of E, then 0(B) 

is a a(V*,V)-bounded subset of V'. Since V[T^[v] is barrelled, 0(B) 

is therefore relatively a(V',V)-compact. Since 0:E[o(E,V)] V[a(V ,V) ] 

is a linear homeomorphism, B is relatively a(E,V)-compact.

Theorem 2.18 Suppose V is o(E',E)-dense subspace of E’, and 

M is a saturated collection of bounded subsets of E covering E, and 

V is a(V,E)-separable and T^|V-barrelled. Then E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive 

if and only if each decreasing sequence of nonempty, a(E,V)-bounded, 

o(E,V)-closed, convex subsets of E has a nonempty intersection.

Proof: Sufficiency of the condition is proved by Proposition 2.16. 

Necessity is proved by Proposition 2.17, and the fact that a decreasing 

sequence of nonempty, o(E,V)-bounded, o(E,V)-closed, convex subsets of 

E is therefore a collection of a(E,V)-closed subsets of a a(E,V)-compact 

set, such that the collection has the finite intersection property.

Remark 2.19 Theorem 2.18 fails without the separability 

hypothesis. Lohman has given an example [11, Ex. 3] of a Banach space 

E and a o(E',E)-dense subspace V of E’ such that the intersection 

property holds but E is not V-semi-reflexive. However, see Singer 

[18, Thm. for a result similar to Theorem 2.18.

In the absence of the a(V,E)-separability of V, the following 

proposition holds. It is adapted from [10, Thm. 2.20] of Lohman.
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Proposition 2.20 Suppose V is a o(E' ,E)-d.ense subspace of E 

such that each family of non-empty, convex, o(E,V)-closed and hounded 

subsets of E which is directed by inclusion (i.e., the intersection 

of any two contains a third) has non-empty intersection. Then for 

any saturated collection M of bounded subsets of E covering E, E is 

(V, M)-semi-reflexive.

Proof: Suppose e M. There is a balanced, convex M e M 

such that Mq C. M. Denote M(o(E,V)) by M. Since M is a(E,V)-bounded, 

so is M. Thus M is a(E,V)-precompact [8, p. 2U8]. We show that M

is also o(E,V)-complete, hence o(E,V)-compact. Let {x }a e A be a

o(E,V)-Cauchy net in M. For each 

denote the convex hull of {xa|a = 

a(E,V)-closure of B in E. Then a o

a eA, let B = <{x |a = an}>o aQ a1 0
ao}, and B = <{x |a = aQ}> the 

ao a

a. ,a„ = a then x - x £ tt U. Let a= a • We show that x - x e U» 
1 2 o Kg 2 ° a

indeed, there is a y e B C\ (x + ^(j), and there are elements 
01 2

x ,. . .,x eB and a,,. . .,a > 0 such that V a. = 1 anda, a a 1’ ’ n . L iIn n i=l n
y = £ a x . Therefore x - x = (x-y) + (y-x ) = (x-y) + aAxaA-xa^ • 

1=1 1 ai a a i=i 1 1

F = {B |a eA} is a family of non. a 1 o
empty, convex, a(E,V)-closed and bounded subsets of E. Suppose

a ,a1 eA. There is an a" eA such that a " = a 1 and a " - a • Thus o o o o o o o
   

B n C B , A B , and B „ C B , Ci B C B , Q B . Hence F is 
ao o o o o o o o f I 

directed by inclusion. By hypothesis, there is an x e a eA B • Note 
   ° ao

that, since B C2 M and B C M, we have x e M. We show that (x ]■ 
% % a

converges to x with respect to a(E,V). Let U be a balanced, convex.

o(E,V)-neighborhood of 0 in E. There is an aQ e A such that if
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Now (x-y) e ^-U; also, for 1 = i = n, a^(xa -x ) e —so that
n -j 11^’ _

a.(x -x ) e —U. Thus x - x e + —U =11. Thus M is o(E,V)-
i=i 1 ai ao a a 2— —•
compact, and so is Mq = M. By Theorem 2.5» E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive.

Theorem 2,21 Suppose V is g(E',E)-dense subspace of V, M is

a saturated collection of bounded subsets of E covering E, and

V[T^|v] is barrelled. Then E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive if and only 

if each family of non-empty, convex, a(E,V)-closed and bounded subsets 

of E which is directed by inclusion has non-empty intersection.

Proof: Proposition 2.20 proves the sufficiency of the inter

section condition. Conversely, if E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, then by 

Proposition 2.17 each set in such a family is a(E,V)-compact, and by 

the finite intersection property the family has non-empty intersection.

Since the hypotheses of Proposition 2.17 and Theorem 2.21 include 

the assumption that V[T^|v] is barrelled, and each is concerned with 

the (V,M)-semi-reflexivity of E, we give the following general result 

concerning the two properties.

Proposition 2.22 Suppose E[T] is an l.c. space, M is a saturated 

collection of bounded subsets of E covering E, and V is a q(E',E)-dense 

subspace of E'. The following are equivalent:

(a) E[T] is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, and V[T^|V] is barrelled.

(b) E[o(E,V)] is semi-reflexive, and for each o(E,V)-bounded BCE there 

is an M e M such that BCM (o(E,V)).
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(c) E[a(E,V)] is quasi-complete, and. for each a(E,V)-hounded BC E 

there is an M e M such that BCM(a(E,V)).

Proof: Since V is the dual of E[o(E,V)], it follows [6, p. 228 

Prop. 2] that E[a(E,V)] is semi-reflexive if and only if E[o(E,V)] 

is quasi-complete. Thus (h) and (c) are equivalent. We prove that

(a) and (h) are equivalent.

First note that, if W = {ACV'| for some M e M, AC M°^ }

then W is the collection of all T^|V-equicontinuous subsets of V' 

[6, p. 200, Prop. 6]. Note also that V[T^|V] is barrelled if and only 

if every a(V,V)-bounded subset of V' is in W [6, p. 212, Prop. 2], 

Suppose (a) holds. Then the pairings <E,V> and <V',V> are 

algebraically isomorphic with respect to Q:E->V' and id:V->-V, and 

fi:E[a(E,V)] -> V'[a(V',V)] is a linear homeomorphism. Suppose 

B C. E is a(E,V)-bounded. Then q(B) is o(V*,V)-bounded. Since 

V[T^|V] is barrelled, fi(B) is relatively <j(V',V)-compact [6, p. 212, 

Cor.]. Thus B is relatively a(E,V)-compact. We have shown that 

every a(E,V)-bounded subset of E is relatively o(E,V)-compact. Thus 

E[a(E,V)] is semi-reflexive. Moreover, since S1(B) is a(V*,V)-bounded, 

and V[T^|V] is barrelled, fi(B) e W. There is an M e M such that 

fi(B)<= ^oV oV . since jvf is saturated, M may be assumed to be balanced 

and convex. But (M ) = <2( (M ) ), so that fi(B)c: fi(M ).

Thus B c: M0^ °E = M(a(E,V)). This proves (b).

Suppose (b) holds. Then every a(E,V)-bounded subset of E is 

relatively a(E,V)-compact. If M e M, then M, being <j(E,E')-bounded. 
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is a(E,V)-"bounded and thus relatively a(E,V)-compact. By Theorem 2.5S 

E[T] is (V,M)-semi-reflexive. Thus fi:E[a(E,V)] V'[a(V',V)] is a 

linear homeomorphism as above. For each o(V',V)-bounded CGV, 

fi **"(C) is o(E,V)-bounded, so there is an M e M such that

n~1(G)c: M(o(E,V))C M°V oE. Thus C G fi(M°V °E) = M°V oV', and C e W. 

Therefore V[T^,|v] is barrelled. This proves (a).



SECTION 3

CHARACTERIZATIONS OF (V,M,<S)-REFLEXIVITY: TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF Q

Here we determine necessary and sufficient conditions for 

S2:E[T] ■> V [1^] to be (a) continuous or (b) relatively open. Then 

we characterize the property of (V,M,6)-reflexivity of E[T] (Defi

nition 1.4). We also show that for certain l.c. spaces E, fi is 

always continuous for any choice of T^, and we determine, for such 

cases, certain relationships between the properties of (V,M)-reflexivity 

and (V,M)-reflexivity (Definition 1.4) of E.

Proposition 3.1 Suppose E[T] is an l.c. space, M is a 

saturated collection of bounded subsets of E covering E, and V is a 

a(E*,E)-dense subspace of E'. Let V and Q be defined as in the 

introduction to this paper. Suppose G is a saturated collection 

of a(V,V')-bounded subsets of V covering V, and let denote the 

©-topology on V . Then the map O:E[T] -> V'[T^] is continuous if and 

only if each set B e(5 is T-equicontinuous.

1 oV ’ oT*1
Proof: Note that if B C V then fl (B ) = B . Thus the 

following are all equivalent:

(a) fi:E[T] -> V*[TG] is continuous.

—1 oV1 oE(b) For each B sS, $2 (B ) = B is a T’-neighborhood of 0 in E.

(c) For each B ety, there is a T-equicontinuous CCXE' such that 

coEc BoE.

(d) For each B there is a T-equicontinuous DCE' such that BCD.

(e) Each set B E(5 is T-equicontinuous.
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Definition 3.2 Suppose E[T] is an l.c. space, V is a linear 

subspace of E', and. <5 is a collection of a(V,E)-bounded subsets of V. 

Then V is (T,E>)-p.c. in E* if and only if, for each T-equicontinuous 

BCE1, there is a C e (eS such that B C C (o( E1 ,E)).

Remark 3.3 Note that in Definition 3.2 no mention is made 

of a collection M, of a topology T^|V on V, or of V. The definition 

depends only on the l.c. space E[T], the subspace V of E', and the 

collection of a(V,E)-bounded subsets of V.

Remark 3.H In Definition 3.2, if is the collection of all 

B(E',E)-bounded subsets of V, then V is (7,&)-p.c. in E' if and only 

if V is T-p.c. in E’, in the sense of Lohman [11, Defn. 2]; if, in 

addition, T = t(E,E*), then V is (T,&)-p.c. in E* if and only if V 

is a "duxial" subspace of E', in the sense of Krishnamurthy [9, Defn. 2], 

that is, if and only if V is t(E,E')-p.c. in E* in the sense of

Lohman; if E[T] is a Banach space, then V is "of positive characteristic" 

in E* in the sense of Dixmier [5] if and only if V is "duxial" in the 

sense of Krishnamurthy. Dixmier [5] and Ruston [13] defined a sub

space V of a Banach space as being "duxial" if and only if V "has 

characteristic 1" in the sense of Dixmier.

Proposition 3.5 With the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3.1, 

fi:E[T] -* V'tT^] is relatively open if and only if V is (T,(5)-p.c. in E*.

Proof: Since S2 maps E into V , each set in(£, being a(V,V’)- 

bounded, is also a(V,E)-bounded, since a(V,E) = a(V,V’). Thus
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Definition 3.2 applies to V with respect to E[T] andfE?. Denote the 

subspace q(e) of V1 by H. Define the pairing <H,E'> so that

<fi(e) ,e’ > = <e,e' > for eeE and e1 eE' . Note that if BCE' then

fi(B ) = B . Also, ifDCV then D = D . The following 

are all equivalent:

(a) fi:E[T] -*V'L7^] is relatively open.

(b) For each T-neighborhood U of 0 in E, U) is a neighborhood of 0 

in H[TG|H].

(c) For each T-equicontinuous BCSE', fi(B ) = B is a neighborhood 

of 0 in H[Te|H].

(d) For each T-equicontinuous BCE', there is a balanced, convex set 

D e<5 such that D°HC2 B°H.

(e) For each T-equicontinuous BCE', there is a balanced, convex set

_ _, ,, , „ _ oH oE' ^oE oE'D C (y such that B C. D = D

(f) For each T-equicontinuous BCE', there is a set C s (» such that

B C C(o(E' ,E)) .

(g) V is (T,(y)-p.c. in E'.

All of the adjacent statements are clearly equivalent to each other, 

except perhaps (e) and (f), whose equivalence we show. If (e) holds, 

then let C = D°^ ; since <5 is <V,V'>-saturated, C sg; since

B G. doE oE' and D°E oE' = D(a(E',E)), B C D(a(E',E)) C (D°V' °V)(o(E',E) = 

C(a(E',E)). Thus (f) holds. Conversely, if (f) holds, then let

D = C0^ ; then D is balanced and convex, and D C (y; since B C. C(a(E',E))

B C (C°V'•°V)(o(E,,E)) = D(a(E',E))C: D°E OE'. Thus (e) holds.
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Theorem 3.6 With the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3.1, 

E[T] is (V,M,<a)-reflexive if and. only if all of the following are true: 

(a) E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive (see Theorem 2.5).

(h) Each set inS is T-equicontinuous.

(c) V is (T,@)-p.c. in E’.

Proof: Definitions l.H and 1.2, and Propositions 3.1 and 3.5.

The remaining propositions of this section are concerned with 

cases in which Q is always continuous, and with relationships between 

(V,M)-reflexivity and (V,M)-reflexivity (Definition l.U) for these 

cases.

Corollary 3.7 If E[T] is barrelled, or if M is the collection 

of all bounded subsets of E(i.e., = g(E',E)) and E[T] is infra

barrelled [6, p. 217, Defn. 2], then Q:E[T] -* V'ET^] is continuous, 

whatever the choice of

Proof: The sets in ©are assumed to be a(V,V* )-bounded; i.e.,

V-bounded. Thus each B s <5 is a T^-bounded subset of E'. If E[T] 

is barrelled, each B s©, being T^-bounded and thus a(E’ ,E)-bounded, is 

also T-equicontinuous [6, p. 212, Prop. 2], If = g(E',E) and E[T] 

is infrabarrelled, each B s©, being T^-bounded (i.e., B(E' ,E)-bounded) 

is also T-equicontinuous [6, p. 217, Prop. 6], By Proposition 3.1, 

fi:E[T] V'[L] is continuous.
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Proposition 3.8 With the same hypothesis as Proposition 3.1, 

if V[T^|V] is barrelled or quasi-complete, then S2 maps a(E,V)-bounded 

subsets of E onto -bounded subsets of V, and consequently does the 

same to T-bounded subsets of E.

Proof: The last part of the conclusion follows from the first 

part, since the T-bounded subsets of E are a(E,V)-bounded. To prove 

the first part, suppose B is a a(E,V)-bounded subset of E; then q(B) 

is a(V,V)-bounded. The hypotheses on V[T^|V] imply that each a(V',V)- 

bounded subset of V* is g(V,V)-bounded [6, p. 210, Thm. U, and p. 212, 

Cor.]; so Q(B) is g(V',V)-bounded, and therefore 7^-bounded.

Corollary 3.9 With the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3.1, 

if V[T^|V] is barrelled or quasi-complete, and E[T] is bornological 

[6, p. 220, Defn. 1], then fi:E[T] V1[T^] is continuous.

Proof: Proposition 3.8 applies, so maps T-bounded subsets 

of E onto -bounded subsets of V. By Proposition 1 on page 220 of [6], 

fi:E[T] -> V'[T6] is continuous, since E[T] is bornological.

Proposition 3.10 Suppose E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, and one of 

the following is true: 

(a ) E[T] is barrelled;

(b) E[T] is infrabarrelled, and T., = g(E’,E);M
(c) E[T] is bornological, and V[T^|V] is barrelled.

(d) E[T] is bornological, and V[T^|v] is quasi-complete.

Then both of the following are true:
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(1) If S is a saturated collection of o(V,V')-hounded subsets of V 

covering V, and® is a saturated collection of o(V,V')-bounded 

subsets of V covering V and containing , and E[T] is (V-re

flexive, then E[T] is (V,M,GS)-reflexive.

(2) If E[T] is (V,M)-reflexive, then E[T] is (V,M)-reflexive.

Proof: Since E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive 

by Theorem 2.5; ^:E V* and Q:E V' are vector space isomorphisms. 

Each element v’eV has a unique extension to an element v'eV; define 

A:V' -> V1 so that A(v') = v'. Then A is a vector space isomorphism, 

and if B CZ V then B = A(B ). Since (1) requires that (5 contain (s>, 

A:V* [T^~] -*• V [T_] is an. open map, because whenever B e(5, A maps the 
<& — 

oV1 oV *Tr-neighborhood B of 0 onto the T_-neighborhood B of 0. More-

over, A*fi h and since (1) requires that fi;E[T] -> V*[T^] be a linear 

homeomorphism, it follows that (A*0 = 2):E[T] -*■ V*[T_] is an open map; 

in order to prove the conclusion of (1) it suffices to show that 

&:E[T] -> V*[T_] is continuous. By Corollary 3.7, either (a) or (b) 

implies that fi;E[T] V*[T_] is continuous; by Corollary 3.9> (d) implies 

that fi:E[T] -> V1[T_] is continuous. To complete the proof of (1) we 

show that (c) implies fi:E[T] -> V[T_] is continuous; we show that (c) 

implies V[T^|v] is barrelled, so that the conclusion follows from 

Corollary 3.9. Suppose B is a o(V',V)-bounded subset of V*; then B is 

also a(V ,V)-bounded, and A ^"(b) is a o(V’,V)-bounded subset of V*. 

Since V[T^|v] is barrelled, A "*"(8) is |V-equicontinuous; there is a 
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balanced, convex M £ M such that A \b) C (mO^)°^ . Thus

BC A((MoV)°V') = (MoV)oV' =Q((M°V)oE) = fi(M(a(E,V))). By Propo

sition 2.1, M(ct(E,V)) = M(o(E,V)); thus B G fi(M(o(E,V))) = fi((MOV)°E) = 

(M0V)°V', and B is T^|V-equicontinuous. We have shown that V[T^|v] is 

barrelled [6, p. 212, Prop. 2]; the proof of (1) is complete. To 

prove (2), we note that it is just the particular case of (1) in which 

(y is the collection of all o(V,Vl)-bounded subsets of V, and O is the 

collection of all o(V,V’)-bounded subsets of V.

Remark 3.11 In general, neither of the following implies the 

other: (V,M)-reflexivity of E[T]; (V,M)-reflexivity of E[T]. We give 

counter-examples in Section U.



SECTION 1|

EXAMPLES

Example U .1 The following is an example of an l.c. space E, 

a cfCE'gE)-dense subspace V of E’, and a saturated collection M of 

bounded subsets of E covering E, such that E is not V-semi-reflexive 

but E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive, and t(E',E) = T., but t(E’,E) T.,.— M M
Let cq and £"*" [6, p. 11] have their usual normed topologies, 

and let E[T] = cq $ the locally convex direct sum of cQ and si". 

Then (co)' = where the pairing <co,£"*"> is defined so that if 

1 ■{p. } e.c and } E £ then <{u. },{£.}>= p.g. [6, p. 55, Ex. 2].
1 1 1—1

Also, (£ )’ = m, where the pairing <£ ,m> is defined so that if
1 00

e £ and {q} e m then <{Ai},{q}> = P* ^6, Ex. 3].
1 i-"*"

Then E' = £ ® m, where the pairing <E,E'> is defined so that

<{pi) + + {q}> = [6, p. 267, Prop. 2].

Let V = 8?" ® cq G. E’, where cq c. m. Since £^ separates points 

of cq, and cq separates points of £"*", V separates points of E; i.e., 

V is o(E*,E)-dense in E'.

The topology a(E,V) is the locally convex direct sum (i.e., the 

product ) of a(co,£"L) with aC^jC ), and the topology o(E,E') is the 

locally convex direct sum (i.e., the product) of o(co,£"*") with a(£"*",ni) 

[6, p. 268, Prop. 3].

We show that there is a balanced, convex, closed, bounded E 

such that B is not relatively o(E,V)-compact. Let S denote the 
o 

norm-closed unit ball in c . Then S is balanced, convex, closed, and o c o
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bounded, in c ; S is also o(c , £ )-closed, but not o(c , SL )~compact 
o

according to Theorem 2.5 since cq is not semi-reflexive [6, p. 59>

Ex. 51- Let B = S + {0}CZ E. Then B is balanced, convex, closed,
.C° !

and bounded in E. Now B is also <j(E,V)-closed since 8 is a(c , st )-
1 Co 0

closed and {0} is o(£ ,co)-closed; but B is not a(E,V)-compact, since

8 is not o(c ,£"*")-compact. Therefore B has all the properties 
o

required at the beginning of this paragraph.

According to Theorem 2.5» the previous paragraph implies that

E is not V-semi-reflexive.

We show there is a balanced, convex, closed, bounded DSE

such that D is a(E,V)-compact, but not o(E,E')-compact. Let 8^ denote 

the norm-closed unit ball in £^. Then 8^ is balanced, convex, closed, 

and bounded in £"*"; moreover, 8^ is o(£"*",cq)-compact [6, p. 201, Cor.

to Thm. 1]. Let D = {0} + CE. Then D is balanced, convex,

closed, and bounded in E, and D is also a(E,V)-compact. But since

is not semi-reflexive [8, pp. 1+2U-26], Theorem 2.5 implies that

8^, although o( £\m) -closed, is not a(£"*",m)-compact. Therefore D is 

not o(E,E*)-compact.

Define M to be the collection of all subsets of sets of the form 
n QB1 oE < <

(LJ B.) , where for 1 = i = n B. is a balanced, convex, o(E,E')-
i=l 1 1

bounded, o(E,V)-compact subset of E. Then M covers E, because if

x e E then {Xx[ |a| =1} contains x and is in M, since {Xx| |x| =1}

is balanced, convex, a(E,E*)-bounded, and a(E,V)-compact. Each

M e M is o(E,E')-bounded, for if MC(U B.)°^ then ( LJ B.)°^ 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
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is the balanced, convex, a(E,E')-closed hull of the o(E,E')-bounded 
n

set ( (J B.), and is thus also o(E,E')-bounded. We show that M is 
i=l 1

<E,E'>-saturated. Clearly all subsets of members of M are members
n ,

of M. If 0, arid M e M where MC (B.)° ° » then
n=l i ’

Bp0^ oE] = [ LJ (aB^)]0"8 °'E, where each (XB.) is 
i=l i=l 1

balanced, convex, a(E,E*)-bounded, and a(E,V)-compact; thus AM e M.

The balanced, convex, o(E,E')-closed hull of M is M , which is 
n „, „

contained in (U , and so is also in M. Suppose that
MM u u 1=i r- nn|- n (l)^oE' oE . , ?? „ (2)xOE' oE
M_ ,Mn e M where Mn C ( U B. ) and M_ C ( L/ B. ) ;12 1 . n i 2 i ’

1=1 1=1

then

m1Um2C[(i5b.(1,)oE' oEu(U b1,2))oE' oE]oE' oE =
i=l i=l

[(n1 (b (1))oE')oEu(n2
i=l 1 i=l

(2)jOE'joEjOE' oE

(D^E'jOE oE'
i=l

nl [(n 
i=l

[in1 (b.^i^’iniA2 (b.<2>)oE')]oE =
i=l i=l

[(UB.(1,)oE'n(u b.(2))oE']OE= Bi(1,)u(u b.(2,)]0E' °e
i=l 1 i=l 1 11 1 1

hence U e M. Thus finite unions of members of M are members of 

M. We have shown that M is <E,E’>-saturated.

We show that each M s M is relatively o(E,V)-compact. If

Md((JB.) then M(a(E,V)) C. M <--L(UB.) J C. 
i=l i=l

r/,n, _ toV 0E-10V oE /. , _ xoV oE , . ,L(yB.) J = (LJB.J ; but since each B. is convex and
i=l i=l 1
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a(E,V)-compact, so is ((J B.)° °E [8, p. 21+3, (8)]. Thus
_ i=l 1
M(o(E,V)) is a(E,V)-compact. Therefore, by Theorem 2.5» E is (V,M)~ 

semi-reflexive.

Since M contains the set D, we have t(E',E) = but 

t(B',E) # Tm.

The next two examples show that neither of the following implies 

the other: V-reflexivity of E[T]; V-reflexivity of E[T]. Both 

examples are based upon the fact that there exists a metrizable l.c. 

space F such that there is a bounded subset of the completion F of F 

which is not contained in the completion of any bounded subset of F. 

This fact is shown by an example of Amemiya [1], which is also cited 

by Kothe [ 8, p. 1+01+ ].

First we prove the following lemma.

Lemma It.2 Suppose <K,J> is a pairing of vector spaces, and

H is a subspace of J. The following are equivalent:

(a) B(K,J) is coarser than g(K,H); since g(K,J) is always finer than 

£(K,H), the topologies are equal.

(b) For each a(J,K)-bounded CC J, there is a o(H,K)-bounded BCZ H 

such that C C B(a(J,K)).

Proof: Suppose (b) holds. If U is a g(K,J)-neighborhood of 0 

in K, there is a a(J,K)-bounded C C. J such that C°^c: U, and (b) imp! i ar 

there is a o(H,K)-bounded B G H such that 0 €ZB(a(J,K)). Thus 
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BoK = (B°K oJ)oKci (B(a(j,K)))°KC C°KC: U, and U is a B(K,H)-neighbor

hood of 0 in K. This proves (a).

Suppose (a) holds. If C is a a(J,K)-bounded subset of J, then 

C0^ is a g(K,J)-neighborhood of 0 in K, and (a) implies that C°^ is 

also a g(K,H)-neighborhood of 0 in K. There is a balanced, convex, 

a(H,K)-bounded BCH such that BoK<Z C°K. Thus

C CC°^ ^CB0^ = B(a(j,K)). This proves (b).

Example U.3 Let F be a metrizable l.c. space, and F the 

completion of F, and let C be a bounded subset of F which is not 

contained in the completion of any bounded subset of F.

Let E = F', T = g(F*,F), T:F->F” the canonical linear injection, 

and V = ’1'(F)CZ E'. Since F separates points of F’, V separates points 

of (F1 = E); i.e., V is a(E’,E)-dense in E*.

Since we are interested in V-reflexivity and V-reflexivity 

of E[T], we let = B(E',E) = B(F",F'). Thus V = V(g(F",F')), 

and V' = (Vt^CF'^F’)])’, and V' = (V[6 (F" ,F') ]) *.

Since F is metrizable and thus infrabarrelled [6, p. 222, Prop. 3, 

and p. 220, Defn. 1], we have the following [6, p. 229» Prop. 5]:

(a) YiF -> V[B^(F",F’)] is a linear homeomorphism.

Moreover, F"[g(F",F')] is a Frechet space, i.e., a complete, metrizable 

l.c. space [8, §23jh(H) and §29,2(3)]. Hence V[(3^(F",F')] is a complete, 

metrizable l.c. space such that V is dense in V[fk(F",F')] and (a) above 

holds. Therefore we consider that F = V[B^(F”,F’)].
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m rn
Define the linear map W :V' -> (E=F*) so that T (v1) = v’*'¥

T whenever v’eV*. By (a) above, ’F is an algebraic isomorphism. More- 
T over, since <¥ (v’),f> = <v,’’l,,f> = <v' ^(f)> whenever v’sV* and feF, 

it follows that

(b) <E,F> and <V',V> are algebraically isomorphic with respect
m "I

to (Y ) :E -> V* and Y:F V. 
TBut Y is the identity map on (F* = E); indeed, if f'eE and feF, 

then (YT«Q(f' ))(f) = [$2(f')‘Y] (f) = fi(f’)[Y(f)] = EF(f)](f) = f'(f), 

so that Y ^(f*) = f. Therefore, fi = (Y ) , and it follows from

(b) above that

(c) £2:E[g(E,F)] -> V'tgCV'jV)] is a linear homeomorphism.

But since T = g(F',F) = g(E,F), we have from (c) that E[T] is V-reflexive.

For the set C of the hypothesis, since F = V[3^(F",F')] and 

(F)1 = V, we may assume that C is a a(V,V)-bounded subset of V such 

that, for any a(F,F*)-bounded BC F, Y(c) is not contained in the 

completion B of B. But if B C F, then B is. the closure of Y(B) in 

(F = V). Moreover, if B is o(F,F1)-bounded, then BO^ °^’ is balanced, 

convex, and o(F,F’)-bounded, and the closure of Y(B ) in V is 

Y(B )(o(V,V')) . Thus, if BCF is a (F,F’)-bounded, then 

Y(C) df y(b)(a(V,V')), for otherwise there would be the a(F,F’)-bounded 

(B°F’ oF)CF such that Y(c)C y(b) (a(V,V’)) C Y(BoF' oF) (o(V,V' )), 

oF1 oF the completion of B

Since E is V-reflexive, E is V-semi-reflexive, and thus E is 

also V-semi-reflexive by Theorem 2.5. Hence the canonical linear
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injection fi:E -> V' maps E onto V1 . Moreover, if feE and. feF, then 

= <f’,'F(f)> = <fi(f ’) j'J'Cf) >. Therefore the pairings <E,F> and.

<V’,V> are algebraically isomorphic with respect to fi:E -> V* and 

T:F -> V. It follows that

(d) Q:E[g(E,F)] -> V[g(V',V)] is a linear homeomorphism.

But ty the previous paragraph and the isomorphic pairings <E,F> and

<V',V> just described, Y(c) is a a(V,V')-bounded subset of V, and 

thus a a(V,V')-bounded subset of V, such that for any a(V,V*)-bounded 

yCb) CL V, 'F(C)^. ^(B) (a(V,V')). We rephrase and emphasize the last 

statement:

(e) There is a a(V,V')-bounded CC V such that, for any 

a( V,V')-bounded B C V, C 41 B(a(V,V')).

By Lemma 4.2, g(V',V) is strictly finer than g(V',V); thus

(f) id: V*[g(V*,V)] -> V[g(V',V)] is not continuous.

From (d) and (f) above, we conclude that Q:E[0(E,F)] -> V’[g(V',V )] is 

not a linear homeomorphism, for otherwise we would have

(g) (id. = _1):V'[g(V’,V)] V'[g(V',V)] a linear

homeomorphism,

a contradiction in view of (f). Therefore E[T] is not V-reflexive.

Example 4.4 Let F, F, and C be as in Example 4.3. Let

E = F’, and T = B(F',F). We consider F to be a dense subspace of F.



Let YsF -> (E* = F") denote the canonical linear injection, and let

V = ’I'(f). We show that V is o(E' ,E)-dense in E*; indeed, if f’eE and 

f’^0, there is an feF such that <f’,f>/ 0, and there is an feF such 

that 0 / <f’ ,f> = <f’,'F(f)>; thus V separates points of E. Since 

we are again interested in V-reflexiVity and V-reflexivity, we let

= g(E',E) = 3(F”,F'). Thus V = V(g(F",F')), and V* = (V[^(F",F')]) 

and V’ = (V[Bi(F",F,)J)’.

By an argument similar to the one used in the paragraph of 

Example U.3 which contains the statement (a), it can he shown 

that F"[ f3(F" ,F') J is a complete,.metrizahle l.c. space, and that

(a) i'zF -> yCf) [ fh(F" ,F*) ] is a linear homeomorphism.

Since F is complete, so is T(F); thus Y(F)(B(F",F*)) = T(f).

Since V = ¥(F) CZ’I'(f), VC Y(f) = y(f). If feF, there is a sequence 

f. jf^jf-,. . . in F such that f = f . Since Y is continuous,12 3 n n
it follows that Y(f) = ¥(f ), where Y(f )eV for each n; thusn n ’ . n
Y(f)eV, and Y(f) CV. We have shown that V = Y(F). It follows that

(b) Y:F -> V[3 (F",F’)] is a linear homeomorphism;

moreover, if ¥ :V' •> (F'=E) is defined as usual, then

(c) the pairings <E,F> and <V*,V> are algebraically isomorphic 

with respect to (r ) :E -»■ V’ and ¥:F ■> V.

T —But it is easily verified that ¥ *$2 is the identity map on E; thus
■J1 —1 — A

(¥ ) = fi. Moreover, since T = g(E,F), (c) implies that
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(d) fi:E[T] ■> V' [6(V*,V)] is a linear homeomorphism.

Therefore E[T] is V-reflexive.

Since E is V-semi-reflexive, E is also V-semi-reflexive, and 

fi:E -> V is an algebraic isomorphism. Every v'sV’ has a unique 

extension to an element v’sV1; if the map r:V -> V* is defined so 

that r(v') is the restriction (v’|v) of v’ to V whenever v’eV’, then 

the pairings <V’,V> and <V',V> are algebraically isomorphic with 

respect to r:V' ■* V and id.: V -> V; it follows that

(e) f: V* [ g(V' ,V) ] V [ g( V’,V) ] is a linear homeomorphism.

Similarly, every f'sE' has a unique extension to an element f’eE; if 

the map 0:F' E is defined so that 0(f’) is the unique extension of 

f' to an element of E whenever f'eF', then

(f) the pairings <F,F'> and <V,V'> are algebraically isomorphic

with respect to TcF V and Q«0:F' -> V'.

There is the o(F,F')-bounded CCF which is not contained in 

the completion of any o(F,F')-bounded B CZ F. By an argument similar 

to the one in Example H.3, it can be shown that for any o(F,F’)-bounded 

B C. F, CB(o(F,F')). By (c) and (f) above, there is the o(V,V’)- 

bounded Y(C) C V such that for any o(V,V')-bounded '1'(B)CZ V, 

'F(C) <2^ 'f(b) (a(V,V')). We rephrase and emphasize the last statement:

(g) There is a o(V,V')-bounded C C V such that, for any

• a(V,V')-bounded BCV, C df B(a( V,V )).



By Lemma U.2, (g) implies that g(V,V) is strictly finer than

B(V',V); it follows that

(h) id: V'tBCVjV)] -> V't^CV'jV)] is not continuous.

Now we show that "*"*r s id. on V’ ; indeed, if v£V and

v'eV1, then there is a sequence . . in V such that

v = v , and if we denote ^•r(v') by f’, it follows that 
n n’

<n«n“1*r(v’), v> =<fi(f'), lim v > = lim <fi(f'),v > = lim <f',v > = 
’ n n n n n n

lim ,^~1 r./--Um ^r>~l/~-t ixrx Hm /“.lir\ lim.—, . _<52 •r(v,),v > = (v* V),v > = <(v' V),v > = <v ,v > -n ’ n n 1 ’ n n 1 n n n
<v,,^^in v > = <v*,v>; thus, for all v'eV', ■'■•r(v') = v'; there- 

fore ■L«r 5 id. on V’.

We conclude that fi:E[g(E,F)] V* [3(V’ ,V) ] is not a linear 

homeomorphism, for otherwise it would follow from (d) and (e) that

e id.):V* [3(V' ,V) ] -> V [g(V',V) ] would be continuous, in

contradiction to (h) above. We have shown that fi:E[T] V'tSCV'jV)]

is not a linear homeomorphism. Therefore E[T] is not V-reflexive.
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M-quasi-reflexivity in locally convex spaces

Definition $.1 Suppose E is an l.c. space and M is a saturated 

collection of bounded subsets of E covering E. Let G = (E'[T^])'. Then 

E is M-quasi-reflexive (of order n) if and only if, for the canonical 

linear injection :E -> G, fi„(E) is of finite codimension (n) in G. lr Cr

Remark $.2 If, in Definition 5«1j we consider the case in 

which = g(E',E), we find that in this case E is M-quasi-reflexive 

(of order n) if and only if E is quasi-reflexive (of order n) in the 

sense of Lohman [10,11]. This concept is related to results obtained 

by Civin and Yood [U] and Singer [18] for Banach spaces. Those 

authors have shown (cf. [18, pp. 77,78]) that a Banach space E is 

quasi-reflexive (of order n) if and only if there is a o(E',E)- 

dense, g(E',E)-closed subspace V of finite codimension (n) in E’ such 

that E is V-pseudo-reflexive (i.e., V-semi-reflexive, which for Banach 

spaces means V-reflexive according to Definition l.U). Our remarks 

on pages 12, 13, and 20, regarding the equivalence of V-semi-reflexivity 

and V-reflexivity for Banach spaces, are therefore applicable to the 

concept of quasi-reflexivity of Banach spaces. In Theorem 5*3 we 

show that we can extend to M-quasi-reflexivity a result of Lohman 

[10, Thm. 2.U0, and 11, Lemma 7] which establishes the equivalence 

of quasi-reflexivity (of order n) in an l.c. space E to the V-semi- 

reflexivity of E for a o(E’,E)-dense, g(E',E)-closed subspace V of 



finite codimension (n) in E'. In [11, Thm. 3], Lohman showed that 

the equivalence between quasi-reflexivity (of order n) and V-reflex- 

ivity of a Banach space E[T] for a cr(E' ,E)-dense, 3(E' ,E)-closed 

subspace V of finite codimension (n) in E’is still valid for a 

Frechet space E[T]. In Theorem 5»5 we prove a similar but much 

stronger result.

Theorem $.3 Suppose E is an l.c. space, and M is a saturated 

collection of bounded subsets of E covering E. The following are 

equivalent:

(a) E is M-quasi-reflexive of order n.

(b) There is a a(E’,E)-dense, T^-closed subspace V of codimension n in 

E* such that E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive.

Proof: The proof is a straightforward adaptation of Lohman’s.

proof for the case in which = g(E',E)[10, Thm. 2.40, and 11, Lemma 7], 

which in turn is patterned after the proof of Civin and Yood [4, Thm. 3.3] 

using the criteria for T^-minimality of V in E’ as stated in Proposi

tion 2.It. We indicate the essential steps.

Suppose (a) holds. Let G = (E'[T.,])’. Let G = $2n(E) ® L, and • M G
IE1 /'"'Xlet {£ ,. . . ,£ } be a basis for L. Let V = L . Then V = *. ker £,

1 n JLsL

and V is T^-closed. Since L is finite-dimensional, L is o(G,E’)-closed, 

and L1®' XG = L; thus V1G = L. Since {0} = fi.(E)nL = Q^(e)/^V1G,
G G

V separates points of E, and V is a(E1,E)-dense in E’; also, since 
LGG = Qg(E) ® L = fig ® Vx , Proposition 2.U implies that V is T^-minimal 
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in E’, and. Theorem 2.5 implies that E is (V,M)-semi-reflexive. Now 

there are linearly independent {e^1,. . .,en’} in E’ such that 

<e^l,&j> = for 1 = i,J = n. Let H be the linear span of 

{e-j-'j. . . ,e '} in E'. To show that E* = V + H, suppose e'sE' and 
n

e’/V; then for e * = Y <e’,£,.>e.' and for e ’ = e' - e weo i
i-pi 

have e * e H and e ' e (L4, = V)o oo
that V H = {0}, suppose e ’ e

scalars A, ,. . .,X such that e ’ 1 ’ n o

i ; thus <e = X. 0, ando’ o ’ i i ’o o 
holds.

Suppose (b) holds. Let E* 

be a basis for H. Let L = V^. 

linear span in E* of the set {e^’ 

1 oo o

and e * = e ’ + e ’. To show oo o
H and e * 0; then there areon
= Y X.e.’ where X. 4 0 for some.L_ii i

1=1 IE' °
e ' i (L* = V). Therefore (b)

= V ® H, and let' {e ',. . .,e *}1 n

’or 1 = i = n, let H. denote the o i< < o
1 = i = n and i 4 i }; since Vo ’

is Tu-closed and H. is finite-dimensional, V + H. is Tu-closed, andM i i M
°1G ° < <

there is an e." e (Vi = L) such that <e.',e."> =6.. for 1 = i = n.i 1’1 iio o o
It is easily verified that {e^",. . •»en"} are linearly independent

IC H11

in G. Let e” e (Vx = L); then e" = 2 <e.’,e"> e.n; thus L is the 
i=! 1 1

linear span of {e^",. . therefore L has dimension n. By

Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.H, (b) implies that

G = fin(E) ® V1G = «_(E) ® L. Thus (a) holds.
tr tr

Proposition 5-^ Suppose E[T] is an l.c. space and M is a 

saturated collection of bounded subsets of E covering E. Let Ey be 

the collection of all T-equicontinuous subsets of E’, and let BT be
'M
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the collection of all T^-hounded. subsets of E’. Denote (E'[T^])' by

G. and let fin:E -> G be the canonical linear injection. Suppose that tr

ET = BT . Then f2_:E[T] •* fir,(E) [ g. (G,E’) ] is a linear homeomorphism.
T TM G G i

Proof: By the definition of fin, the pairings <E,E’> and 

<12n(E),E,> are algebraically isomorphic with respect to Q„:E fin(E) (j lj It

and id:E' -> E'. Now since both T and g(G,E')|fi_(E) are defined by It

polars of the sets in (ET = 8T ), the conclusion is obvious. 
1

Theorem 5»5 Suppose E[T] is an l.c. space, and M is a saturated 

collection of bounded subsets of E covering E. Let (E'[T^])' = G, 

and let denote the canonical linear injection of E into G.kJ

Assume ^(E) is g(G,E*)-closed in G, and one of the following is 

true:

(a) E[T] is barrelled;

(b) E[T] is infrabarrelled, and = g(E',E).

Then the following are equivalent:

(1) E is M-quasi-reflexive of order n.

(2) There is a o(E',E)-dense, T^-closed subspace V of codimension n 

in E’ such that E[T] is (V,M)-reflexive.

Proof: By Theorem 5-3, (2) implies (1). Conversely, if (1)

holds, then by Theorem 5-3 and its proof we have the following:

(i) There is an n-dimensional subspace L of G such that G = Q„(E) ® L.
Lr

XE ’(ii) The subspace (V = L ) of E' is o(E',E)-dense and T^-closed in 

E', and VIG = L.
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(iii) There is an n-dimensional suhspace H of E' such that E' = V ® H.

(iv) E is (V9M)-semi-reflexive; i.e., the canonical linear injection 

fi:E V is an algebraic isomorphism.

It remains only to show that Q:E[T] -»• V'fgCV’jV)] is a homeomorphism.

Since ^(E) is g(G,E')-closed and of codimension n in G,

G[g(G,E')] is the topological direct sum of fin(E) and L [6, p. 1^2, 
Lr

Prop. H], and the projection maps of G onto fin(E) and L are continu- 
Lr

ous [6, p. 121, Prop. 1]. Consider the following diagram!

G/L = (nr(E)®L)ZL[Bn(G,E*)]

where Q is the canonical surjection, P is the projection, P is the

associated bijection, and g„(G,E') is the quotient topology for G/L

induced by B(G,E'). Now Q is always both continuous and open, and

P and P are always open. We have observed that P is continuous.

and thus P is continuous as well as open.

Now if we define the map YiG/L-^V' = (V[T^|v])’ so that

¥(e" + L) = (e"]v) for all enEG, since L = it follows that T is 

an algebraic isomorphism. We shall show that for the topologies

Bn(G,E’) and g(V ,V)
Ml

T is in fact a linear homeomorphism.

First we note that the pairings <G/L,V> and <V',V> are alge

braically ' isomorphic with respect to YiG/L ->■ V and id: V V; indeed.
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<Y(e" + L),v> = <(6"|V) ,v> whenever e"eG and. veV. Therefore,

(l) Y:G/L[g(G/L,V)] -> V'tgCVjV)] is a linear homeomorphism.

We claim that the topologies B(G/L,V) and. R (G,E') are identical.

We show that 3(G/L,V) = gn(G,E'). Indeed, suppose ACV and.

A is a(V,G/L)-bounded. If {e^",. . . ien"} C G, then

{(e^" + L),. . +iL)} CZG/L, so there is an r > 0 such that,

for veA and for 1 = i = n, |<(ej' + L) ,v> | = |<ej' ,v> | = r. Thus

A is o(V,G)-bounded, and hence o(E',G)-bounded. Now

A° = {(e" + L) e G/L| |<e",v>| = 1 for all veA} =

Q({e"sG| |<e",v>| = 1 for all veA}) = Q(A° G). Since (A° G) is a

B(G,E’)-neighborhood of 0 in G, and since Q:G[3(G,E')1 •* G/L[g (G,E')J

is an open map, Q(A° G)

. Ao G/L so is A

is a B (G,E’)-neighborhood of 0 in G/L; hence, 
Q

Since we now know that the identity map G/L[Bn(G,E)] G/L[B(G/L,V)]

is continuous, then in view of (l) above we know that 

(II) TzG/LtB-CGjE’)] -> V'[B(V’,V)] is continuous.

We shall show that this map is also open. Note that if D C G/L, then D 

is a B (G,E*)-neighborhood of 0 if and only if there is a B(G,E*)-neigh- 

borhood U of 0 in G such that D = Q(U). But U is a B(G,E*)-neighborhood 

of 0 in G if and only if there is a o(E',G)-bounded, i.e., -bounded, 

subset B of E' such that B°GC. U. Suppose B is T^-bounded in E*. In 

order for Y(q(B° G)) = {(e"|v)EVl| enEG and |<e”,b>| = 1 for all beB} 

to be a B(V*,V)-neighborhood of 0 in V1, it is sufficient to show
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there is a a(V,V)-hounded, i.e., T^-bounded, A <2 V such that

A° V*C1 'l'(Q(BO G)). Thus it is sufficient to show that there is a
o V*T^-bounded A Cv such that if v'sA there is a T^-continuous linear

extension e" of v' to E' such that e'’eBO G. Since V is T^-closed

in E* and the dimension of E’/V is n, then again using Proposition 4

on p. 142 and Proposition 1 on p. 121 of [6], we have that the pro

jection P^. of E* onto V is continuous. Since B is T^-bounded, then 
o V’P„(B) is In-bounded in V. Let A = P„(B). If v’eA . then define 

e" on E' = V ® H so that, if e'sE* and v+h is the unique expression 

of e* where veV and heH, then <e",e'> = <v*,v>. Then e" is a linear 

functional on E*, and (ker e") = {v+h| veker v* and heH} = (ker v’) + H.

Since (ker v’) is T^-closed in V, and V is Inclosed in E’, (ker v’) 

is T^-closed in E’. Since H is an n-dimensional subspace of E', it 

follows from Proposition 3 on p. 142 of [6] that (ker v') + H is 

T^-closed in E'. Therefore e"EG, and e”|v = v'. Moreover, if beB 

then b = P,r(b) + PTT(b), where P„(b) e A and PTI(b) e H, and V n V n
|<e",b>| = |<e",Pv(b)> + <e",PH(b)>| = |<v’,Pv(b)> +0| =1; thus 

e" a B° G.

We have now proved that the map (ll) is a linear homeomorphism.

Either hypothesis (a) or (b) implies that ET = BT as in Propsition 5-4. 
'm

Indeed, (b) holds if and only if = B(E',E) and et ■ et,. and if (a) holds 
M

each set W in ET, being 3(E’,E)-bounded, is also in BT , and each set X
1 'm

in , being q(E',E)-bounded, is also in ET. Thus by Proposition 5*4, 
. *

r2n:E[T] -> n_(E)[g.(G,E*)] is a linear homeomorphism. Combining thisG (j 1
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fact with our previous results, we have each map in the following 

diagram a linear homeomorphism:

(E)[B.(G,E')J E[T] It 1

G/L [g (G,E*)]——*V'[B(V' ,V)] ’ei

Thus the composition map (T*P :E[T] ■* V'tsCVjV)] is a linear

homeomorphism. But this map is precisely the canonical linear 

hijection Q:E V1; indeed, if eeE then V’P "*"*fir,(e) = 'P(Qr,(e) + L) = 

(np(e)|v) = fi(e). tr 1
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